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The bicycle by definition is a form of the velocipede, which means it has wheels and is
human-powered. Made entirely of wood, dandy horses were barely steerable and quite hard to
balance. They went out of fashion fairly quickly, and decades passed before the next iteration of
the two-wheeler was introduced to consumers. These bikes were called velocipedes by
manufacturers, but the consumers who rode them came up with the nickname "boneshakers.
Some had brakes on the rear wheels, and most had bells to aid in navigation among pedestrians
and horse traffic. This type is what many folks associate with antique bikes, and the first to be
referenced as a bicycle. With a large front wheel designed to propel the bicycle faster than the
slightly older "boneshakers" shown above , and a very small back wheel, these have a
distinctively different look in comparison to modern bikes. The names most associated with this
novel style are penny-farthing referencing two types of British coins with vast differences in
their sizes and high wheeler, but will sometimes be called a high wheel or an ordinary. Some
will reference them as "boneshakers," even though that's not quite accurate. They had solid
rubber tires and long spokes that made the ride smoother. The increased velocity of these bikes
was all well and good, except when it was time to make a stop. Many riders were thrown from
the bikes as they came to an abrupt stop during a crash, even with something as simple as a
stone or a rut in their path. Hard rubber tires were eventually replaced with pneumatic tires,
which imparted even more comfort to the ride of these bikes. With increased safety and a more
comfortable ride, more and more people took up cycling in the late s. The first safety bikes were
expensive though, so they were usually owned by the upper class. As the Industrial Revolution
progressed, the cost of ownership came down, so more and more working-class men used
them as transportation. Women also became more interested in riding two-wheeled bikes during
this period. In the s, familiar bicycle manufacturer Schwinn introduced a fat tire bike called the
Excelsior. It was originally designed for rambunctious riders such as teenage boys.
Interestingly, the Excelsior frame served as a model for the first mountain bikes made decades
later. Even in poor condition, they sell for hundreds today. Like the Centennial Phantom shown
here, some vintage Schwinn models have been reproduced, and they're collectible now in their
own right. Interest in bicycles grew during the s, and many new models became popular. The
derailleur was invented many decades earlier, actually, but was more common in Europe than
the United States until the late s. While there were certainly others, Schwinn remained a
dominant manufacturer of bikes in America during this era. Their production includes
three-speed Traveler and Paramount styles along with the ubiquitous speed Varsity. Beginning
With the "Dandy" or "Hobby Horse". The Velocipede or "Boneshaker". Penny-Farthings or High
Wheel Bikes. The Safety Bike. Continue to 5 of 6 below. Schwinn's Fat Tire Bikes. Bikes of the s
and s. Read More. Last Updated: August 26, References. This article was co-authored by Barry
Zakar. With over ten years of experience, Barry specializes in a variety of carpentry projects. He
is skilled at constructing decks, railings, fences, gates, and various pieces of furniture. Kennedy
University. There are 14 references cited in this article, which can be found at the bottom of the
page. This article has been viewed , times. If you're faced with a broken screw, you know how
frustrating it can be to try to remove it. For screws with broken heads, you can use a screw
extractor or even just pliers to help you remove it. For screws with stripped heads, you can do
things like change screwdrivers, use a rubber band, or add super glue to increase your grip. To
extract a screw with a broken head, grip the shank with pliers, turn the screw counter-clockwise
to release it from the material, and pull it out. If the head is stripped, try laying a rubber band
across the head to give the screwdriver more grip. Then, use the screwdriver as normal to pull
out the screw. If you're still having no luck after trying these methods, buy a screw extractor
from a home improvement store and follow the instructions. If you want to learn how to cut a
new slit on a screw that's stripped, keep reading the article! Did this summary help you? Yes
No. We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and
thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality
how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to
wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with
your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We
use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie
Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article methods. Tips
and Warnings. Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Article Summary. Method 1 of Find a screw
extractor. Screw extractors are designed to help you remove broken screws. You can find them
at home improvement stores for relatively cheap, and they will make the process easier. Drill a
hole in the screw. Pick a bit smaller than the screw. Drill a hole down the center. Be gentle and
go slowly, as you don't want to break the bit off in the screw head. Tap the extractor in with a
hammer. Push the extractor into the hole you've just drilled. Push down on it as hard as you
can, and then use a hammer to tap it fully into the hole. Turn the extractor counterclockwise to

remove the screw. As you push down on the extractor, use your drill or a screwdriver to turn the
extractor counterclockwise. The threads of the extractor should catch in the screw, allowing
you to twist it out. Let the lubricant sit for 30 minutes before trying to remove the screw. Grasp
the screw shank with pliers as an alternative. To remove a screw without a head, you can simply
grasp the end of the shank with pliers. Turn the pliers to release the screw from the material,
and pull out the screw. Method 2 of Use a different size screwdriver to see if it catches as an
easy fix. Sometimes, if you go up or down a size in your screwdriver, you can get the screw
head to catch, even if it is mostly stripped. You can also switch to a flat head instead of a
Phillips. You don't want to further damage the screw head. Place a rubber band over the screw
to increase the grip of the screwdriver. Cut a large rubber band so you have a flat long piece
instead of a circle. Lay the rubber band over the screw head, and then try to take the screw out
with a screwdriver. The rubber gives it extra grip, helping you remove the screw. Pour
chemicals on rusted screws to help release them. Sometimes, a rusted screw will bond with
nearby materials. Spraying or pouring a chemical over the screw, such as liquid wrench, oven
cleaner, soda like Coke or Pepsi , or even lemon juice can dissolve those bonds. Spray or pour
it in, and let it sit for 10 minutes before checking it. You may need to reapply it several times or
even wait a day for the chemical to do its magic. Glue the screwdriver or bit to the screw head
for screws that won't catch. Drip a bit of superglue on the screw head. Place the bit or
screwdriver on the head. Let the glue dry, then try removing the screw by pressing down on the
screw and twisting it out. Cut a new slit in the top of the screw with a rotary cutter if other
methods fail. If the screw top is completely stripped, use a rotary cutter to slice a small strip
across the top. Pull the screw out with a flat head screwdriver or bit. Destroy the screw with a
drill bit for particularly stubborn screws. If nothing seems to work, use bits to demolish the
screw. For instance, you can use a large bit to drill down into the screw, essentially destroying
it. You can also use a bit to take the head of the screw off and then pull the shank out with
pliers. Barry Zakar Handyman. Barry Zakar. You may be able to just use a drill to remove a
broken screw. If that doesn't work, you can always drill a hole for a new screw and patch over
the old, broken screw. Not Helpful 3 Helpful 6. Include your email address to get a message
when this question is answered. If you aren't able to remove the broken screw, drill a new hole
next to it for a new screw. Then, patch over the old screw. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. Related
wikiHows How to. How to. Expert Interview. More References 5. About This Article. Co-authored
by:. Co-authors: 2. Updated: August 26, Categories: Screws and Screwdrivers. Article Summary
X To extract a screw with a broken head, grip the shank with pliers, turn the screw
counter-clockwise to release it from the material, and pull it out. Bahasa Indonesia: Mencabut
Sekrup Patah. Deutsch: Eine abgebrochene Schraube entfernen. Nederlands: Een kapotte
schroef verwijderen. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read , times. Did
this article help you? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to
our cookie policy. Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails
according to our privacy policy. Follow Us. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of
people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do
this! We use cookies and other tracking technologies to improve your browsing experience on
our site, show personalized content and targeted ads, analyze site traffic, and understand where
our audiences come from. To learn more or opt-out, read our Cookie Policy. Learn more about
the two common causes for a wobbly deck and how to stabilize your space. Wobbly deck got
you shaking with every step? One reason for a wobbly deck may be that the floor joists are
spanning too great a distance. The easiest way to correct this problem is by installing a support
beam and posts under the joists to cut the span in half. Use a ratio for sizing the beam and
spacing the posts; for example, a foot span would need two 2x10s. Another problem could be
that you have replacement boards made of a composite decking mixed in with the original wood
boards. Cookie banner We use cookies and other tracking technologies to improve your
browsing experience on our site, show personalized content and targeted ads, analyze site
traffic, and understand where our audiences come from. By choosing I Accept , you consent to
our use of cookies and other tracking technologies. How to Fix a Wobbly Deck. By Nancy
Fann-Im. Pinterest Email Pocket Flipboard. Check the Spacing of Your Joists One reason for a
wobbly deck may be that the floor joists are spanning too great a distance. Add More Support to
Composite Decking Another problem could be that you have replacement boards made of a
composite decking mixed in with the original wood boards. To stiffen the deck, go underneath
and install a row of 2x8 blocks down the center, perpendicular to the joists. Stagger them with
enough room to nail or screw them in place through the end grain, then fasten the treated 2x4s
to the underside of the joists so they run from corner to corner, forming an X. Where they cross,
make a lap joint so that both boards fit flat against the joists. Place one screw in each joist, then
go back and add one more screw to every other joist. Email required. By signing up, you agree

to our Privacy Notice and European users agree to the data transfer policy. Last Updated:
October 16, References Approved. This article was co-authored by Jesse Kuhlman. Jesse is
also the author of four eBooks on home wiring including "Residential Electrical
Troubleshooting" which covers basic electrical troubleshooting in residential homes. There are
24 references cited in this article, which can be found at the bottom of the page. This article has
been viewed , times. Also called thin-wall, Electrical Metallic Tubing EMT is a lightweight
conduit that any electrician should learn to use. The majority of bends you'll perform follow just
three templates. No matter which bend you need today, it's easiest to learn them in the order
presented below, from simple to complex. Place the conduit on the floor and measure the length
you just calculated, and mark the conduit at this point. Line the arrow symbol on your bender so
it points to this mark, and slot the bender onto the conduit. Without pulling, use one hand to
steady the bender, then press down on the foot pedal until the end of the conduit is vertical. Use
a spirit level to confirm the bend. Keep reading to learn how to make a back-to-back bend! Did
this summary help you? Yes No. We've been helping billions of people around the world
continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every dollar contributed enables us
to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you. Please consider supporting our
work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does not work in incognito and private
browsers. Please log in with your username or email to continue. No account yet? Create an
account. We use cookies to make wikiHow great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie
policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article
methods. Tips and Warnings. Things You'll Need. Related Articles. Article Summary. Method 1
of Select the correct bender. Make sure your bender is designed for EMT conduit of the size you
are using. This article focuses on hand benders. If you are using a hydraulic or power bender
recommended for conduit with a nominal size over 2 inches , find instructions for your specific
bender model. Hickey benders tend to crush or kink EMT conduit. Use a bender with a curved
track for the conduit to slot into. Measure the desired length of the stub. Measure the distance
on the wall from the end of the conduit to the position of the bend. Subtract the take-up height.
The radius of the bend will add extra length to the bent end of your conduit. Line the arrow mark
on your bender to this measurement. Place your conduit on the floor. Measure from the end of
the conduit to the new length you calculated, and mark the conduit at this point. Line the arrow
symbol on your bender up so it points to this mark. Slot your bender onto the conduit. Make
sure the bender handle is angled toward the end you measured from. If your bender does not
have an arrow symbol, you may need to find the instructions for your. Press down on the foot
pedal to bend the conduit. Your foot should provide most if not all of the pressure. Without
pulling, use one hand to steady the handle on your bender, and the other to steady the conduit
end once it rises within reach. Apply firm, constant foot pressure, as a pause could create a
kink in your conduit. You can also use a bender to make an offset, or hump. Confirm the bend
with a spirit level recommended. Attach a level to the vertical length of conduit. If necessary,
make small adjustments to the bend until the bubble of the level is centered. The conduit will
flex back slightly after you remove the bender, so bending slightly too far will provide the best
results. Method 2 of Make a stub up bend. In other words, this is the distance between the two
parallel lines of a U bend, measuring from the outside edges. To create the first bend of the U,
follow the instructions above for a stub up bend. Measure the distance the conduit needs to fit
between. Measure the distance the two bends need to fit between, such as the distance between
two parallel walls. Mark this distance on your conduit. Place the bent stub end of the conduit
against a wall. Measure from this wall along your conduit, to the desired length. Mark the
conduit at this length using a permanent marker or pencil. Line the star symbol on the bender to
this mark. Unlike the placement for the stub bend, the bender's handle should be pointed away
from end you measured from. For bends like this, line the star symbol on your bender head up
with the mark. If the distance between the bends is too short for your bender, use the stub up
system instead. In other words, turn your bender the other way, subtract the take-up distance
described in the stub-up section, and line the conduit up with the arrow mark instead. Bend the
conduit. Place the length of conduit you measured flat on the floor. Checking this angle with a
level is highly recommended, since it's important that the two bends of the U are parallel.
Method 3 of Use offset bends to shift the position of the conduit. An offset bend requires you to
bend the conduit in two places at opposite angles, usually between 10 and 45 degrees. Use this
to shift the conduit to avoid an obstacle or change elevation, the continue in its original
direction. Measure the depth of the offset. Measure the distance between the two parallel
locations where the conduit will run before and after the bend. Measure at right angles, not
along the bend. Always measure between two identical positions on the conduit base-to-base,
center-to-center, or top-to-top. Choose an angle for the bend. As a general rule, the shorter the
offset distance, the smaller the angle. To find the total shrinkage, multiply the offset depth in

inches by the shrinkage value above. Find the position of the far bend. Find the total shrinkage
using the instructions in the previous step. Add this number to the distance from the end of
your conduit to the obstacle. Mark the conduit at this length. See previous step. This is the total
shrinkage. Let's say the conduit will run from an electrical box 40 inches from the step. Measure
Use the offset multiplier to find the distance between the two bends. Each angle has its own
offset multiplier, listed below this step. Multiply this value by the offset depth to get the length
between your two bends. For a Some benders list the offset multipliers on one side of the head,
directly opposite the corresponding angles on the other side. These may not match the
numbers above perfectly due to rounding. Mark the position of the near bend. Place the tape
measure against the first mark you made, for the far bend. Measure back toward the end of the
conduit, until you get to the length you calculated. Mark the conduit at this spot, the position of
the near bend. Multiply the offset depth 10" by 2 to get 20". Place the tape measure against your
first mark, Measure 20" toward the end of the conduit and make another mark. This is the
position of the other bend. Bend the far bend using the stub up system. Place the conduit on
the floor. Line up the arrow on your bender with the mark farthest from the end you measured
from. This is the first mark you made. Slot the bender onto the conduit, and apply steady foot
pressure to bend the conduit. Watch the degree mark on the side of your bender that matches
the angle you chose. Continue bending until this mark touches the horizontal portion of the
conduit. You can use any mark on your bender instead of the arrow, as long as you use the
same mark to create the second bend. A different mark may be more convenient for bends near
the end of the conduit. Flip the conduit and bender upside down. To prepare for the second
bend, leave the bender attached to the conduit. Pick up the bender and place the handle end on
the floor, leaning it against your leg to keep it stable. Slide the bender back toward you until the
arrow lines up with the second mark on your conduit. Sight along the conduit to make sure the
bent end lies along exactly the same plane as your bender. If the bend is sticking out to one
side, your conduit will not lie flat. Create the second bend by hand. Brace the bender handle
against your foot and leg. Confirm the arrow on the head still lines up with the mark you made.
Grip close to the bender head and pull slowly down until the conduit touches the desired angle
mark on the bender. The farther away you hold the conduit, the less accurate the bend will be.
Grip as close to the mark as you can without making the task unreasonably difficult. Method 4
of Familiarize yourself with other bends. A three-point saddle bend raises the conduit in a
triangle to clear a narrow obstacle. This requires calculations and techniques described above
in the offset bend method. Mark the position of the center bend. The three-point saddle includes
one bend to lift the conduit off the floor, a second bend to bend it down over the obstacle, and a
third bend to make the conduit level with the floor again. Calculate the position of the center
bend as though it were an offset. Measure the distance from the desired position of the conduit
end to the center of the obstacle. Measure this length from the end of the conduit and mark it. In
this case, a Mark the positions of the two other bends. Calculate the distance between bends as
you would an offset. Measure this distance twice, starting from the center mark and measuring
in both directions. Draw a mark 6" to the left of the center mark, and another mark 6" to the right
of the center. Instead of calculating this by hand, you can look up a Three-Point Saddle chart
online to give you these values. Bend the center. Most benders have a teardrop mark used for
the center of a Others may have three notches or marks along the rim, next to a "center bend"
mark that looks like a semicircle with an arrow at the center. Complete the saddle bend. Turn
the conduit over and brace the handle against your foot, as you would to finish an offset bend.
Repeat for the third bend of the saddle. Jesse Kuhlman Master Electrician. Jesse Kuhlman. To
bend EMT conduit, you'd use a conduit bender. The side of the bender will have degree marks
so you know how much you're bending it. Not Helpful 0 Helpful 0. Include your email address to
get a message when this question is answered. Mark conduit with a pencil instead of a
permanent marker if the conduit will be visible. Permanent marker can prevent paint from
adhering to the conduit. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0. If you need to exceed this amount, install a pull
box to facilitate wire installation. Related wikiHows How to. How to. Master Electrician. Expert
Interview. More References About This Article. Co-authored by:. Co-authors: Updated: October
16, Categories: Electrical Wiring and Safety Switches. Thanks to all authors for creating a page
that has been read , times. Only in the last part did I not get it. Thanks so much. Edward Mavis
Feb 24, Erin Yeager Sep 23, This helped me out a lot. Hugo Morales Aug 3, Sergio Aviles Jun 14,
Dec 16, More reader stories Hide reader stories. Did this article help you? Cookies make
wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Yasiel Fundora
Mar 4, Share yours! More success stories Hide success stories. Related Articles How to. By
signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our privacy policy. Follow Us.
Feeling burned out? Refresh your mental health in just 1 week. Take the Course. X Help us do
more We've been helping billions of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and

thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! WalterBright 5 months ago. We replaced all damaged
wood with treated timber and soaked it in creosote for good measure. Never have wood in
contact with concrete. For one thing, concrete is a sponge for water, and it will wick into the
wood. For another, it becomes a highway for hidden termite infestations, as you've experienced.
The solution on my house was to put a stainless steel sill plate between the wood and the
concrete. The house has an underground basement, and it's dry 20 years now. I had a wet
basement before, and did everything I could think of to keep it dry: 1. The slap is on top of the
plastic. The exterior concrete walls have a layer of waterproofing, followed by a "drain mat",
followed by a foot of gravel wrapped in drain fabric. French gravity drains all around. Driveway
slopes away. Deck slopes away. There are cracks in the walls and floor, but no water. Gotta
think of defense in depth, like a castle, with layers of defense. If water pools against the house,
it will get in, guaranteed. The design has to prevent any pools from forming. Went away after 6
or 9 months. CydeWeys 5 months ago. I had a wet basement problem and I got some excellent
advice from a very knowledgeable home inspector on how to fix it. He said I had to re-grade the
land around the entire house so that water would drain away from the foundation, and that it
should be a shallow slope no more than 1-in and go out for at least ten feet. One dump truck's
worth of fill dirt later, a month of manual labor, and a large bag of grass seed, and the problem
was solved, and hasn't recurred for 8 years so far. I had contractors quoting me tens of
thousands of dollars to dig up the entire basement to install French drains, put in more sump
pumps, seal the concrete walls, and re-drywall everything afterwards, but all of that would've
just been expensive band-aids over the real problem, which was that water was falling on the
lawn and flowing towards the house instead of away from it. Fortunately I already had good
gutters that drained to the street, but if I hadn't, the home inspector definitely would have
recommended that too. I have more money now so if I were to do it again I'd just hire a guy with
a bobcat to do the grading instead of doing it all by hand with a wheelbarrow, shovel, and hand
tamper. For the benefit of others reading this: water management techniques are site specific
and the optimum strategy will depend on how water is approaching a building. Grading the
ground to slope away from a house will work wonders if your problem is surface water, but
different techniques will be required if your problem is ground water or roof run-off. Further, the
degree of water protection required will depend heavily on both climate conditions and soil
type. If you have fast-draining soil e. If you have non-draining soil e. Further, most of the
techniques people are discussing in this thread--surface grading, french drains, exterior
foundation waterproofing, roof rainwater diversion--are building code requirements in most
areas. Any house built in at least the last 20 years, by competent contractors and in a
jurisdiction with adequate code enforcement, should have all of these features built in. Older
properties may, or may not, have water management features. Whether this is a problem will
depend on local soil conditions and climate. If in doubt, consult a qualified engineer. For those
not in the construction business, this sentance needs the following addition ", but you need to
check. They should do it, but there's a significant chance they didn't and it's going to be your
problem if they didn't, so you should confirm before you buy. You also can't rely on home
inspectors to find this kind of thing; again, they should. Permits are often time-consuming to
get and can be expensive. If you go shopping on price, you will likely find contractors who
believe the best thing they can do for you is to avoid the time and expense. After all "I'm going
to build it to code anyway. All good points. I'll add that the company that wanted to charge me
tens of thousands to put in all those features were saying it was a groundwater issue because
they wanted to make money, but they were lying to me. They were essentially salespeople, and
they didn't get paid unless they did work. The home inspector, meanwhile, who I paid and who
wasn't beholden to any construction interests, gave me the correct diagnosis. There's an
important lesson here that's especially apt for construction; always get independent advice. The
few hundred it'll cost you is absolutely worth it because the typical cost of construction is so
much more. As for code compliance -- like pretty much all houses in the area, it was built in the
s, so it didn't have any of that stuff per code. I also had some "fun" issues with unpermitted
electrical work. If I had to guess I'd say that it could be over half of all work that isn't done
correctly. So definitely don't trust it. Have someone who reports only to you looking over
everything if you don't have the knowledge yourself. Built in the mid '90s, it wasn't extremely
high-end, but it also wasn't the lower end with the failing drywall joints that were very common.
Later, I was replacing a light fixture in a bathroom and discovered that none of the fixtures had
electrical boxes behind themthe fixture was attached to the drywall with Romex just going off
into the wall. My current house was built in the s and subsequently remodeled and added-onto
at least twice. The custom oak kitchen cabinets by a previous owner are pretty nice. The custom
wiring and plumbing less so. Back when I was trying to use ethernet-over-power, I had a fun
game of, "Will this outlet get signal? Incompetent electrical work can be "fun. A light switch

mounted directly to drywall without an electrical box. A 40 amp continuous load connected
using wire rated for 32 amps in continuous duty. A 60 amp breaker "protecting" a wire rated for
30 amps. Indoor-only, dry-location, cable used outdoors where exposed to weather. Indoor-only,
dry-location, cable buried underground. Receptacles connected using 10 AWG wire despite the
fact that the connecting screws are only capable of securely connecting 12 and 14 AWG wires.
Building ground consisting of a copper wire buried in a deep hole instead of connected to a
ground rod. Neutral wires from four 15A circuits connected to a single 14 AWG pigtail in the
service panel. Multi-wire branch circuits wired with both hot wires connected to the same leg at
the service panel. Illegal, and very dangerous, as heavy loads can overload the neutral wire to
twice its rating without tripping any breakers. Worst of all, the most dangerous work was done
by allegedly qualified electricians who were trained to know better. My house was destroyed by
Hurricane Irma and I had to gut the interior. I found an area where, I am assuming the previous
owner repaired as I cannot in my wildest dreams imagine a licenced electrician would do it,
anyway the area, was an area where the romex did not reach the other side of the romex, so the
person took speaker wire twisted them together, to be about the size of the romex wire and
linked the two stands of romex They did not strip the plastic shielding from each strand of wire,
just joined them at the ends. So I had running thru basically a single strand of speaker wire.
This is a great observation about the home inspector being more likely to give you an impartial
diagnosis. There's an old guy who's a semi-retired home inspector down the block from me and
it makes me think I should hire him for consultation when thinking about big projects. Definitely
do it. I got easily 20X the value out of my home inspector than what I paid him. Not just here on
the drainage problem but on other stuff as well. I usually get at least 3 quotes. A detailed quote
is a good sign they know what they are doing. An open ended quote is a good sign they dont.
But a good diagnosis goes a long way. Someone I know wanted a bit of electrical and sheetrock
work done in their house. The dude gave her a piece of paper with 1 number on it, how much.
What is interesting is I and this is just luck I seem to always get one awful, one medium, and
one good. Just kind of worked out that way. The nice thing is once you find a decent contractor
they can recommend others or do the work themselves. But finding a decent one can be a pain.
Getting quotes will help you if you already knew exactly what work you needed performed, but if
I had talked to 3 water infiltration mitigation companies I would have just ended up with 3
quotes in the tens of thousands of dollar range. None of them did landscaping, which was what
I actually needed. So I wouldn't rely on quotes when there's any ambiguity in the problem. I
would rely on quotes if e. I needed to replace my entire roof, or replace all my windows. Those
at least are narrowly scoped. What is the best way to self educate on these topics? I know I
could buy and comprehend some used college text books. What related topic s do you
recommend? Any suggestions on how to approach formally learning these things from trusted
sources? Anything by Joseph Lstiburek[0] will give you a good insight into best practices from
an engineering and research perspective. He has a lot of stuff on his website[1] but it's it's not
very discoverable. Look under the guidance tab but be prepared to hunt around. If you're
interested in the legal requirements for construction--which, unfortunately, are not necessarily
the same as currently understood best practices--buy the relevant building code documentation
for your jurisdiction. Along those lines how would one do some formal education on wanting to
build and maintain their own house? I want to understand what my options are, what my
limitations are non-building code related , what the trade offs are materials, techniques, site
requirements. I want to self educate not only for the initial design and site selection but also so I
have enough knowledge to work with contractors and understand the suggestions they are
making. This is all new to me apartment dweller but it's coming soon and I'm not sure how to
approach it in an efficient and formal way. I don't think there's a single educational track that
addresses everything you want to know. An architecture degree would give you the background
to address most things related to construction, but that's a year commitment and is overkill if
you just want to build your own house. I'm not aware of any formal tracks that address
household maintenance. Most of this tends to be learned through a combination of reading
permanent appliance manuals e. There's not a lot of non-obvious maintenance needed on the
structure of a house. If stuff looks broken, you just look up how to fix it, or hire someone to fix it
for you. There's not really much of an equivalent to car oil changes where something
non-obvious has to be done regularly or the building turns to scrap. For electrics - Rex
Cauldwell's "Wiring a House" is written in an accessible manner that shouldn't send you to
Google too often. A copy of the NEC helps if you want to really understand everything or being
willing to dig through contractor forums to understand oddball situations but is overkill for
most. The book is mostly about thinking about how to wire a house than prescriptive "this is
how it must be done. Things that don't go out of style like making choices that are respectful of
the next person who will work on something. The thing that does go out of style is the NEC it is

based on as the latest edition is from so some specifics may start to be incorrect but by and
large it is still applicable. The Build Show on YouTube is pretty good. Matt Risinger builds a lot
of high end homes and puts a lot of attention to details in the construction that the mass
manufactured homes don't have. It's a Taunton site Fine Woodworking, etc. I neglected to
mention that all the roof water was collected into pipes that went downhill into the storm drains.
Having it dump out next to the house is asking for trouble. HeyLaughingBoy 5 months ago. And
that was free advice from a guy who just wanted to sell me a house and get his commission!
These guys clearly knew better but just wanted to get more work. Tiktaalik 5 months ago. My
ancient house sits pretty much directly on the lot line next to the paved lane. The house is
slightly below the grade of the lane and some runoff is bound to just go directly into the house.
Of course I have basement water problems! The true solution of doing what you've said is not
possible unless I managed to convince the city to regrade their lane. Also, for inside the
basement, you can have a bit of the floor removed at the edge and have a drain channel that
empties into a sump pump. Then fill in outside this sheet with gravel, which doesn't hold
moisture in the same way that dirt does. The property still needs to face downhill, to allow
gravity to drain away the water so it doesn't sneak in and get stuck against the walls, but this is
a nice passive system to greatly reduce the humidity in basements. I don't think it would work
well for a basement built in marshland, then you'd probably need pumps or active air
circulation. This is basically what you described in your point 3, just pointing out here that this
technique works well even in climates that have days of rain per year. Admittedly the
temperature figures into it; it probably wouldn't work with both days of rain and average
temperatures of 25 celcius. Our house has a full cellar with the above solution done 20 years
ago. Not a spec of humidity in there. What kind of dirt is your soil? This is common construction
in Germany as well, with a drainage pipe near the bottom of the gravel all around the house,
which provides a low-restriction path for water to escape. I would add, having helped with some
houses relatives were building, that usually a fabric filter is put in as well, usually multiple
layers, so that dirt has no chance of sneaking into the gravel. The cellars also have accessible
pipes that can let water leave the cellar easily installed at the lowest point of the cellar, so the
floor is slightly tilted, as well as a replacable one-way valve to keep water from coming in the
same way IIRC it's weight activated, it only drains if more than about a liter of water is inside the
pipe wanting to go out. Funny, I have heard them called French Drains. I think that's the English
word for that, yes. In Germany we normally call it "Drainage" which is also a French word. Don't
know what we Germans got with France and trenches Generically, it's usually "weeping tile".
From the surname of the implementor. Here is a YouTube of a drainage system in the US. But a
lot of older houses and mass manufacturered houses probably don't have them. Even if water
does not get in, the temperature difference between inside and outside can create dew point
that resides somewhere inside the wall, ceiling or floor. Then you have water from the air
condensing inside the structures and ruining the house. Same technique with building a
retaining wall in a yard. Dig about 1 foot 30cm along the wall, plastic sheet liner, fill with gravel.
Then add a few inches of soil on top for grass, etc. This prevents the wall from slowly leaning
away from the side with earth on it, pushing it. Especially important in climates that freeze. The
gravel provides extra space for ice to expand into. They didn't build it, they bought it 6 years
old. But apparently they overlooked warning signs too at the time. If it looks too good to be true
This is done even in Israel, a middle eastern country with not too much rain. They usually use
some kind of flexible cement on the walls instead for plastic sheets though. If you do that while
building the cost is not significant, you don't need significant digging and the materials are not
expensive. How tall are the basements? Does the soil not infiltrate into the gravel over time,
clogging it? Or does the water still flow better than through unmodified soil after this happens?
The solution is to wrap the gravel with filter fabric, which will prevent it from being clogged over
time. The next owner discovers the problem and gets the resulting bill and lawsuit. It also helps
keep the gravel around. The estimated lifetime of the filters I helped putting in is around years.
It's a fairly standard way to bed a house in germany outside the cities. I wonder what the ancient
Greeks and Romans thought about the buildings they were building? Did they think that if it was
still standing in years they'd be happy? Would they be surprised the buildings were still
standing s of years later, or was that what they were hoping for at the outset? The thing is, back
then statics and architectural design were in their children shoes still. So if your roof was 3
tons, your supports had to hold up tons because you had no better way. It's not hard to make
things last when you helplessly overspec because you have no idea how close you are to
collapsing and the material quality is extremely unreliable. My home was built in So, in that
regard, I should expect another few decades. I would guess that a clogged membrane is more of
a barrier to water flowing into the gravel than flowing out, as reverse-flushing is often a
partially- effective measure to restore the flow in a clogged filter. He was fixing cracks, which is

effectively waterproofing, and it did work, locally, as he mentioned the water was "rerouted". It
works like this: - Injection ports are adhered and spaced along the crack. StillBored 5 months
ago. As others have pointed out, you need a water mgmt plan. You can't seal these kinds of
problems away permanantly. The sealant should be the last line of defense after channeling the
water away, and keeping anything that can wick moisture away from the sealed surface. If you
have wood above concrete this can be hard to avoid entirely, and outdoors even a metal bracket
can collect water. Wood is not a sponge. Water wicks from the end much faster farther than the
sides. Some of the best deck designs carry the cross beams directly on the supports, which
means no end grain sits where water can collect. Never let dirt touch your siding, and never
slope your landscaping toward the house. Termites really love wet wood. For new construction
it is common to use sill gaskets that go between sill plates and concrete foundations. This
provides additional protection of sill plates from moisture. I wonder how much this has to do
with decreased building porosity. Used to be if you got water in some places it would just
evaporate into the airflow. Anywhere there is no airflow, the water will persist. Modern
construction standards, aiming to reduce energy usage, make it much easier to get serious
water damage, and so necessitate spending more effort towards waterproofing. If you had a
leaky window like that with a house built today, you'd get mold and rot in no time. That's why
building code requires pressure treated wood at any place it's to come in contact with the
ground of concrete in most all? That's why concrete piers you can buy generally have a
pressure treated wood cap they come with, and why the posts used on top of them under a
house to hold the floor joists are also generally pressure treated. Code here doesn't require
pressure treated wood, but instead asphalt felt is added between the concrete and the wood,
which prevents water from travelling to the wood. Waterproofing on concrete walls is not
recommended imo. The idea was applying the waterproofing only one one side, so the water
can evaporate from the other inside side. The inside should not, of course, be covered with
something impermeable like plastic sheeting or foam insulation. The "dimpled foundation
membrane" is the "drain mat". The strange thing is that I live is a place where it rains 9 months
out of the year and my 40 year old house violates many of these. The bottom floor is four feet
under soil level. We are at the bottom of a hill and all the water above us drains around and past
the house if you stand in the back yard after a major rain storm you can actually hear the water
flowing. The driveway slopes towards the house the very bottom slopes up a tiny bit in front of
the garage where it flows into a sump pump next to the garage door. The front yard is feet
higher than the backyard. The eaves are narrow. Are you in Seattle? We passed on a house
because a solid floor deck with a plugged drain had dumped water into the house, right next to
a lintel. Not dealing with that. French drains are not permanent! My dad had to replace one that
was going on 20, and the guy who replaced it told him not to count on more than 10 years.
There was a sump involved, which might shorten the life, but they are a temporary solution.
Hey, you just described my house, sump pump and all. Good luck! I have a ton of water issues.
What water issues have you had? This was all before my time. From old pictures it looks like the
property was re-graded at some point. I still have a somewhat wet basement which has a field
stone foundation. But I used to have really bad problems because water would come down off a
hill and run down my gravel driveway and eventually pour into my basement. Tried various
things including drainage work around the house but it pretty much just silted up with sandy
soil. The thing that ultimately mostly fixed the problem is a neighbor in heavy construction put
some 12" drainage pipes under my driveway to divert runoff to a big open field that doesn't flow
down to my house. I still get some water with heavy rain and saturated ground but it's
manageable now. Standing water can do extra damage in a cold snap. And at a time few would
want to go outside and fix it. Snow on the shingles melts, forms a dam, the water gets under the
shingles. Of course, there is the minor issue that outside work on an underground dome is If
anything, the dilemma highlights the incompatibility of this type of building with American-style
home ownership. To be fair, I have seen a couple of really thought out underground homes, and
this one is kind of nuts. I mean at this point I wonder if the architect is still around. He should be
wearing this project like an albatross around his neck. If there was an architect. If it is an under
the table job, just run as fast as you can. And maybe for the good of humanity, anonymously
report them. PaulHoule 5 months ago. The American indifference to architecture has a flip side:
build an innovative building and you'll have innovative problems. The authors of "Learning from
Las Vegas" once got a contract to design a fancy repair shed for trains in Pittsburg. They
picked one out of a catalog and got the remark "If we wanted this, we should have hired an
architect. I know another who had more success because he kept building variations on a
theme A-Frame houses with Japanese-looking details but even there when somebody lives in
them for a year they realize that a square foot of space in a rectangular building is worth a
square foot, a square foot in some other building is worth less. What are you trying to say

there? Innovative architecture does not equal problems, it is commonly done all over the world.
Maybe the problem comes from people trying to make it on the cheap and cutting corners? I
believe PaulHoule's point was not that innovative architecture will always be problematic. But,
rather, that all buildings will encounter some problems, and those problems will require regular
maintenance and solutions. If you have a "normal" house, then those maintenance and
solutions are common and there are plenty of people out the in the world that you can hire to fix
it. If you have a unique or rare kind of building, less people know how to help you. I am also
confused about the train shed example, though. I'm curious to hear a clarification on that point.
True about maintenance. Also there is a "local knowledge" that rules supreme over indigenous
people and other people -- in the US South people have awful problems with insects so you
cannot necessarily translate experience in Pennsylvania there. Finally there is a "safety in
numbers" in that a standardized house is a easily traded commodity. There is a system of
finance, insurance, law, construction and other practices that make it likely if not certain that
you can sell a conventional house for at least what you paid for it in a timely fashion. Thank
you. That makes it make sense. Maybe in Germany an architect can make a flawed building and
get away with it, but in America the buyer or resident will have recourse to the courts and will
take advantage to the maximum possible. In the case of that train shed, the innovative design is
not going to improve the business results, and almost any desire to have a unique image can be
pursued at low cost by putting a sign on or around the shed. If you want to keep that image
fresh you can replace the sign at 0. The motivation of making a building that impresses other
people is dangerous -- the Ancien Regime in France was motivated a lot by that but they found
that that "track" leads to losing your head. Ironically, the shed was commissioned by people
involved with the notorious Mellon family which did an astonishing amount of damage to the U.
Economy and Political system circa For one thing they refused to upgrade US steel production
to use the basic oxygen furnace as Germany and Japan were doing -- and they used
protectionism to keep their expensive low-quality steal going into U. Thus they harmed the
competitiveness of US industry. If somebody got them to listen for once and abandon one
vainglorious scheme that would have been remarkable -- because it is just so hard to get people
like that to listen! Heck, had somebody showed Louis 14 or 16 some tough love we might be
watching "Keeping up with the Louises" on reality TV! The comment you are responding to was
literally about those buildings NOT being flawed. The suggestion was that usage of design
principles and materials and following the regulations lead to non-flawed innovative buildings.
Also, Germany actually has pretty good legal system, there is no reason to imply they can be
innovative only because law system does not work. The French revolution did not happened
because of architecture nor because of trying to impress other people. Really, there were way
more important causes. The timescales are too long with houses for there to be any guarantee
of there being a business to be held liable. Not only that, in most of western Europe you get 5,
10 or more years builder guarantee, regulations are very strict, insurance is extremely cheap,
full coverage and no-questions-asked. The majority of houses are concrete or masonry and not
oversized wooden crates. Johnny 5 months ago. Keeping up with the Quatorzes has a better
ring to it. Keeping up with the Bourbons would make more sense. But, why shoe-horn your
politics into this? C1sc0cat 5 months ago. The architect will blame the contractor.
WhompingWindows 5 months ago. Where is your evidence for "American indifference to
architecture"? Frank Lloyd Wright and some of the greatest architects in the modern era would
like a word with you. Not only is America the home for much of the avant garde in art, but our
wealthy populace and cities have powered all kinds of movements that wouldn't have gotten off
the ground in other countries with much more restrictive rules about architectural style. JackFr
5 months ago. Confess your unpopular opinion: Frank Lloyd Wright is terrible. Fallingwater was
unsound from the day it was built, and despite extra-reinforcing by the contractor when built,
the cantilevered balconies needed to be fixed multiple times to ensure the safety of the building.
New York's Guggenheim has a design that looks good on paper and in isolation, but in person
looks shoddy, as the smooth concrete seams are not quite so smooth as in the design
drawings. I'll see myself out. And overwhelmingly his buildings were known to leak and have
various other problems that generally made them inhabitable. So, while they look nice, they are
the very essence of form over function. In my book a device building that fails in its primary
purpose to provide shelter is a failure despite how nice it might look. FLW certainly would did
not have many flattering things to say about the attitudes of America at large towards
architecture. These folks didn't know what they were doing and afterwards didn't do what they
needed to to fix it. Maybe they just didn't have the resources. I would have never buried
concrete without proper waterproofing. A possible fix least expensive would have been digging
up and uncovering the house to apply a closed cell roofing foam 3 lb Foam. It would have not
only insulated their entire house but would have waterproofed it and prevented many of the

rodents and bugs from entering. They should have had proper drainage also. Looks like the
franchise they hired to build their house didn't know what they were doing or was more a fly by
night operation. They weren't the original builders, with the realtor and seller first directly
mentioned under point 1 and again later on. This does seem to be something folks miss, given
the other comments under the article. That said, it does look like the franchise the original
person hired was both incompetent and fly-by-night, given the comments, and then the original
person patched things up just enough to pass muster and got out while they could. As a PSA to
the author- She stated in the sites comments that she wrote the article 10 years ago ish and that
was the way she felt at the time it was written. The impression I get from reading this is that: 1
the home was built by a franchisee that was cutting corners. Couple takeaways I have from this:
1 Building in the ground is hard, and doesnt just make the place magically efficient. Have the
money or ability to fix the inevitable 'innovative' problems that crop up. The author wasn't the
original owner, the house was built years before they moved in. They purchased it for less than
the original owner had paid to have it built, so it doesn't sound like they were stretching
themselves too thin - they thought they were getting a good deal and would be able to deal with
any issues that came up. The fact that they own their own backhoe, and the pictures that they
have shown, indicate that they have tried quite a lot of solutions, and as indicated in the article
they are not interested in doing a full rebuild as it would not make financial sense, considering
the depreciation of underground houses. I dont think that was anything I was implying but you
are correct. I was stating that in the big picture dont buy an unusual home if you are at the end
of your budget. I think that they absolutely stated in the article that they could not afford to
uncover the land and "fix" the home they way that was needed This is a lesson in being
innovative. Pushing boundaries has costs. You can explore new ideas, rid yourself of legacy
assumptions and arrive at some valuable things. But, you forgo the often hidden benefits of
past mistakes and standard techniques that have all the kinks ironed out. The problem with
houses is that iteration is expensive. A lot of architectural innovations are actually a version 2.
The thing is, houses which are half hidden by hillsides have been built for hundreds of years
with basic materials in the alps, so i'd have thought there is a rich seam of information about
what works, and how to tackle various problems my parent's house is like this, with a whole
floor difference in level between the back and front of the house and this doesn't have damp
problems. A rich seam perhaps, but that needs to be "mined" and what you get is raw material
There's a big difference between " someone somewhere has done this and documented it " and
" these exact builders have built s of these in my area. Software design and engineering is very
influential these days, obviously on HN. We need to remember that bits have all sorts of magic
to them. One magic is refactoring, bug fixing and malleability generally. With a building, any
"bug" in the initial build is usually there forever. Climate matters as does location. Plus it was
built in the 80s, I doubt any contractor in 80's Arkansas had any idea how to figure out about
houses in the Alps even if they cared to. A hole in the side of a mountain is pretty different from
a hole in the middle of Oklahoma. One of the virtues of living in a "cookie cutter" home that has
been built hundreds of times most of the bugs have already been worked out. Specifically a
"cookie cutter" home for the same geography. There is a lot of invaluable and invisible
knowledge baked into decades or centuries of building tradition of each specific region. I'm
about to embark on a home building project myself. My wife keeps wanting a wood built house.
In a country where there are hardly any I just won't do it. I'm going on a traditional rubble wall
building course next month so I can build some stone walls that are in keeping with our house.
Also been looking at sourcing stone from local quarries - which is fortunately quite
straightforward as a lot of stone is quarried around here. Or using traditional architecture. I
once lived in an apartment building that was obviously built in the 70's, and was trying to be
cool and new by having all flat-angled roofs, rather than normal gabled roofs. Sorry don't know
the technical terms. Every winter, giant hundred-pound icicles formed, threatening to drop at
any time onto people walking in and out. Yeah, those gables over the entrances weren't for
looks guys, they were solving a problem. Maybe you should have asked why they were there
before getting rid of them. I think it would be super interesting and useful if different disciplines
could condense that process down into relatively readable technical histories, and make those
a core part of their curriculum. I think that would be super useful in software engineering, given
the frequency that people seem to reinvent the wheel, some areas seem to oscillate back and
forth between the same few concepts, and the path dependence that's locked us into others.
The main problem here appears to be the location not being very well-suited for underground
housing. So, if this is a v1 underground house for the area, a lot of unintended oversights are to
be expected, especially if the construction cost settled around the median for the area. I grew
up in an underground house, though not one as elaborate as this sounds. It was mostly just a
concrete house built into the side of a hill so that only the southern face is exposed. When my

parents moved in it had four feet of earth on the roof as well. The roof would be dry the day it
rained, but would start leaking two or three days after the rain was done. They got tired of that.
So they removed all the dirt and exposed the concrete, then just built a second story onto the
house. The main peculiar thing about that house from a broader perspective is that we treated
the upstairs like most people treat a basement. The main room in the upstairs was I think 20 feet
wide by 60 feet long. And it had a concrete floor. Made for a good adolescent play area. I'm not
done the article yet, but I wonder why they didn't just remove all the dirt from the roof, or install
an impermeable membrane over the entire hill. Budget constraints were why not, I suspect.
What's more, removing tons of fill dirt above a finished space is likely to be a delicate enterprise
without over-stressing or penetrating the concrete domes which were already weakened due to
cracking and past patching. Seems like their biggest problems are with the Arkansas climate.
Like if you said "give me the closest thing you can to Cambodia, but at the 3th parallel"
Arkansas would be tough to beat. Building the same home into the side of a hill with proper
drainage at a more northerly latitude in a drier climate would likely yield much better results
because it would demand so much less ability to shed moisture from the house. Also it seems
from the construction details I can infer from the article that the concrete serves as not only the
structure keeping the earth out but as the interior walls to which everything that shouldn't get
wet is attached. This seems dumb. Floating construction, if only on pressure treated spacers
and foam, would likely work much better. If you really wanted to go all out you could have an air
gap between the concrete and everything else i. Titan 2 silo. Also, why the hell use drywall?
Subways and tropical countries tile the crap out of everything for a reason. Sure it's cold but
that's a better problem to have than damp drywall. VBprogrammer 5 months ago. The air gap
was one of my first thoughts. Even in the UK where wood framing is less common it's almost
identical to our roof structure where you have insulation, the roof framework with ventilation in
the eves , a water barrier classically tar paper and then the water shedding layer concrete, slate
or clay tiles. I guess one challenge is how you would have sufficient ventilation in the gap
underground, perhaps you'd have to use some kind of forced air ventilation with all of the
problems that would entail. However, by the time you ventilate that space you have now
negated any thermal mass advantages you had from building under ground in the first place by
introducing ambient air. Adding water channels as well were my thought. Just as air gaps allow
moist air to exit wall cavities, external drain channels should prevent water from pooling and
penetrating. Presumably in an underground house, you'd want your roof to have a big air gap
that could serve both purposes -- excess water removal and moist air exhaust. While I can agree
that living in an "underground house" is not for everybody, this article doesn't make sense in
general. Most if not all problems are related with bad construction leaks, floods during heavy
rains, constant mold, pests, cracks during earthquakes , bad "fencing" and detail project limited
landscaping, people invade our privacy, difficult and expensive repairs , not with the kind of
house itself. Was the house well built and this article wouldn't exist or the conclusion could be
more favorable. The only problem related with this kind of house might be depreciation. It's not
mainstream and less liquid so you need to wait for the right buyer or sell it with a discount.
However, the construction problems it was clearly built by unexperienced contractors in this
kind of building , certainly contribute a lot to repel possible buyers. How the hell does the article
"not make sense"? The title specifically says " Our Underground House", and at the end they
explicitly say they would consider choosing such a house again, under certain condition. And
pretty much all problems are related to the kind of house itself. That it's not mainstream means
not just that you need the right buyer to sell it, but also that you need the right contractor to
build it, since most won't have any experience with this kind, leading to bad construction. And
while moisture and leaks are a problem for houses in general, they're a bigger problem for this
kind. Finally, the basic concept guarantees that any kind of problem with the outer walls will be
much more difficult and costly to fix than with a regular house. Enjoy that drier climate. Real
gluttons for punishment. It's not an indictment of underground structure generally, but it is a
cautionary tale about going your own way. Innovation is harder. The article is worth reading for
anyone that wants to do this. Take all their issue. Make sure you have a solution for them all.
Also, I doubt the building regulations around underground structures is terribly well conceived.
Especially in Oklahoma, where I imagine most underground "structures" are either basements,
or serve as little more than storm shelters. Most houses are designed and built to the minimum
regulatory standards. It's expensive to overbuild structures, so people aren't going to do it
unless they have a very specific reason to do so. Without any regulatory framework, or a bunch
of experience, it's hard to expect anyone to get it right. This house is not a basement, but it
seems to be built like one. Basements have houses and roofs above them that serve to move
water away from the structure and provide a source of dry, conditioned air from above ground.
Angostura 5 months ago. I disagree. In my conventional house, if I have a leak in the roof I'll get

a roofer in and have it fixed in a day or two. I feel for these people - it's a salutory lesson. I think
the lesson is you can't rely on the experience of traditional house builders to build a robust
underground one. Traditional house builders should have no problem building an underground
house. It's not much different than building a basement, whoever built their house just did a
shoddy job. If those builders made a traditional house with a basement with these same issues,
you wouldn't come to the conclusion that traditional houses are bad or difficult to do. Some
friends bought a new house, to be built as part of a new housing site. They got told by others
who had already gotten their their homes built to avoid a certain contractor at all cost. So they
went with a large and reputable contractor, and things seemed to move along well. Then the guy
decided to visit the site one day, and when he gets there he sees some slightly confused
teenager at the bottom of a pit that was to become the basement. He asked what the teenager
was doing there. It was obvious the kid was not in his element and did not really know what he
was doing. My friend was confused. First he confirmed the kid was working at the right place.
The kid was. Then he asked how old he was and who he was working for. Well he was 17 and
was the son of the contractor they were told to avoid at all cost Turned out the large reputable
contractor didn't had sub-contracted out the work to the one firm they were trying to avoid. I
was going to say roughly the same thing.. Building bad foundations happens all the time and it
seems less critical in a traditional house, but.. I know many houses that had incompetent
foundation builders. One of the houses was torn down due to the neglecting the problem. It was
a rental and no one cared about using the basement for the decade before it was inspected and
condemned. In the underground case you really only have to get one thing right and it is just as
stupid to get it wrong in the traditional case, but people are distracted and don't see it's priority.
I should have picked a better word than "traditional", which isn't quite right as you say. Perhaps
"unproven", "run-of-the-mill", or "inexperienced". It may entirely within the skills of a good
"traditional" contractor to do right, but there is at least a bigger downside with potential
mistakes due cost of repair, if not a substantially greater chance of mistakes due to the
abnormality of the building. So, it's important to be picky. The bad construction is the typical
half-assery that homeowners expect to be able to get away with. Sure somebody who's frame of
reference floats in the sea of flies through the air will probably not take much issue with it but
for everyone else it kind of sucks to have to consider where moisture will go and break out the
rotary hammer every time you wanna do something. Underground is basically hard mode and it
kind of sucks to play on hard mode when everyone else is on easy mode. People who work on
boats or planes aren't gonna consider an underground house particularly bad. If your frame of
reference is normal houses then underground is really hard. Oh, I get it, the frame of reference
"floats in the sea or flies". I was trying to picture a "sea of flies". Normal house with free dry
circulating air is very forgiving. It is also easy to fix, walls are freely accessible. Underground
structures are very difficult. Even most professionals will get it wrong. That's my point. If that's
your frame of reference then underground is hard. If you work on ships or something for a living
then it's not so bad. DanBC 5 months ago. I've never met anyone who's been happy with their
basement. I've lived in four places that have basements a mix of newish builds since and old s
builds and the basements have always been terrible, even if there had been extensive work
making them less horrible. My grandparents' house had a basement, which was cold but it was
never damp. As kids we loved playing in it. In fact the basement had a door which led straight
out into the rear garden. The "official" back door of the house was at the top of a flight of stairs.
So that's how you build a basement that doesn't get damp :- In London this seems to be quite a
common design for Victorian-era houses which is why many basement flats have access to the
rear garden. This is called, rather descriptively, a "walk-out basement". One of the key things
that led me to buying my house is that the original owner finished the basement in the s shortly
after the house was built and there was not a spec of rot on anything or any indication of
moisture ingress. That and the walk-in access made it absolutely perfect for my use. Seems like
it's got a lot to do with experience with this kind of house. In Germany most houses have
basements, and while yes, some do have problems with wetness as well, that's more of an
exception. I currently live in a souterrain flat, that is quite nice. Where in the world were these
places? Our basement is just fine. But we are in Michigan where houses pretty much must have
a basement due to frost. I wonder if the builders in areas like this have more experience with
them. I'm not a specialist, but from my experience so far, every earth-covered underground
structure underground parking, subway station etc. It might last 40 years instead of 30 with
better construction quality, but eventually you will have to dig it out in part or fully and repair it which is obviously costly, especially if you have landscaping at ground level. Isn't that true of
any building though? Where I live most houses have ceramic roof tiles, and even though they
are supposedly long-lasting, after years they do need replacing most home-owners replace
them much more frequently, every years. I've replaced tiles on my grandparents' house which

was around 60 years old, because they became brittle and started cracking after hundreds of
temperature cycles, hailstorms etc. It looks like its much harder to do good construction
underground. AngryData 5 months ago. I wouldn't say it is harder, it just costs more. And an
underground house is not the sort of thing to cheap out on because of the difficulty of repairs.
A cheap above ground house can have tons of repairs done, that shouldn't have had to have
been done in the first place, but weren't prohibitively expensive to do anyways. An underground
house can't just have new vinyl siding slapped on top of the old super garbage shit because
you have to dig it up. So you have to spend the money upfront, rather than kick the can down
the road. Its harder because experience is not generally there - people usually don't live in a
cave. It's also harder because of the sheer mechanics of what working on the walls or ceiling
looks like. And much, much harder to fix problems. Most of the discussions here are talking
about the downsides of alternative home designs. In general, while there's going to be some
failures, exploring new home designs should be encouraged--most of the world can't afford the
construction style common in NA, and material science and advanced robotics lead to
incredibly cheap alternative home construction possibilities. There's a ton of improved life
statistics tied to home ownership. Especially with alternative home designs though, home
inspections should absolutely be the most important and time consuming thing you do during a
purchase. I discovered this by lucky happenstance during my first home purchase, but a good
home inspector will save you thousands of dollars, and sometimes more. While any sort of
home inspection is not discussed in the article, I believe that an alternative construction
building inspector while costing more than a normal inspector would have caught some of the
more major issues mentioned here. If it's true that the leaks in the concrete were covered up
long enough to sell the home, then most leak detection equipment would easily have caught it.
Water damage, foundation issues and leaks are standard home inspection protocol.
Additionally, it sounds like a fair amount of the termite issues could have been caught before
the sale of the home, which is also a standard part of home inspections. In the event of
purchasing an alternative home like this, I would not hesitate to even hire multiple home
inspectors, especially ones that know the house and the area. Even having a quick conversation
with them ahead of time Are you familiar inspecting concrete roofed homes? I cannot stress the
need to get a good home inspector my be even multiple - even for a normal home. It's worth the
money - I learned the hard way because I trusted a checklist inspector. My home inspector
worked exclusively in my town, with the most common housing construction type that my
house was built with. I live in a town with a lot of 19th century homes. Not only was he able to
tell me most of the common problems that occur in the homes, but exactly what remodels had
been done to the home like what was cheaply done, and what was done 'right'. He also gave me
a fairly extensive list of contractors and maintenance people from around the area that he
trusted, and encouraged me to contact him if I had any questions or concerns over the next
couple years. Looking back on it, as a first time home buyer, I would pay 10x more for the
service he gave me than what he charged. It was eye-opening to go through a couple
inspections as a seller and see what those inspectors missed versus the inspectors we had
hired on purchase. For example, evidence of insect damage -- we had treated the issue of
course, but the evidence was still there and should have been noted. You should ask your agent
for recommendations and avoid them, they'll be the checklist guys How do you even evaluate
who is a good inspector or not? I remember an article on HN a couple of years ago about the
temptation to build a software system on specialty, "interesting" languages or libraries that
seem adapted to your specific needs and desires. But the downside is that it costs a lot to find
people who can code in that language, there's little community support, and you run into
equally specialized problems that are hard, expensive, and take a long time to fix. It seems there
are lessons that parallel this house experience. RethinkDB in Throughout reading the article I
kept wondering why they didn't pursue the obvious solution : build a normal house next to it
and move in. They have a nice plot of land and cost of conventional construction in Arkansas is
low. They could rent out the stupid underground house as a mushroom farm or bat sanctuary or
just fill it with concrete and put a garage on top. I happily lived in an underground house for
several years. However, there were some key differences in the design. My house had an above
ground A frame roof with a door at ground level. The door opened to stairs going down to a
second door to enter the living space. I never had a any problems with pests or flooding and the
heating and cooling costs were tiny, even with winters below freezing and summers in the mid
90s. I guess technically it was a "mostly" underground house and in my experience that design
worked really well. Point Already some paints and most of the wood agglomerate glues are bad
for health, but this! Having grown up in the southwest I had only ever been exposed to creosote
as in the bush that gives off the incredible smell when it rains in the Sonoran desert. Based on
the findings of the largest mortality study to date of workers employed in creosote wood

treating plants, there is no evidence that employment at creosote wood-treating plants or
exposure to creosote-based preservatives was associated with any significant mortality
increase from either site-specific cancers or non-malignant diseases. MrBuddyCasino 5 months
ago. Creosote is banned in the EU since and since in Germany for most uses, especially
everywhere it might come in contact with humans. There are narrow exceptions for eg railroad
ties and utility poles. Are there any good studies on it? Seems like the tar can have bad effects
due to buildup, but from a very brief search creosote in and of itself seemed fine. Politics often
ban things without any evidence. EU bans many things without scientific justification.
NikolaeVarius 5 months ago. And in the state of California everything causes Cancer. The EU
likes to ban things before actual evidence of harm. AtlasBarfed 5 months ago. And the US only
bans things after the company that profits from them finally is beaten after decades of political
lobbying and judicial precedent. The stories of US companies knowingly and psychopathically
killing people just to make a dollar are hard to comprehend. With rarely any consequences for
the decision makers. This is really surprising. Creosote refers to both a tar substance and the
result of wood combustion smoke , which is a bit less toxic. For instance Seirogan pills are
wood creosote. Wikipedia also says that creosote is literally meat preservative and that it used
to be used to save meat from spoiling. So is saltpetre. It doesn't mean that it's safe in every
form for every application. Doesn't even mean that it's safe in meat. Wikipedia also says
smoked meat consumption is correlated with intestinal cancer My house just burned in a
wildfire. The creosote railroad ties previous owners had used for landscaping and retaining
walls all over the property continued to burn for days. It smelled terrible and likely contributed
to the house catching fire in a flare up. I am so sorry that happened to you, what will you do?
Rebuild to fit our dreams all the better. Just a process to get there The first clue that you're
going to have water problems are the steps leading down to your front door. You built a catch
basin to live in. Second clue is it is made from concrete. Concrete by itself is not water tight. It
can be made water tight but some significant effort is required. Just ask anyone who has ever
built a basement. Never buy a house where the driveway slopes down the the garage. It'll flood
the garage. Even if you put a trench before the garage door, it'll still flood because the trench
will fill with leaves, slush, etc. I have a house where my driveway slopes down to my garage.
There is a drain at the center near where the garage comes down. Should I schedule some kind
of repair to clean it out periodically so it doesn't flood? There haven't been any problems so far,
but I live in Seattle which doesn't actually rain that much in terms of inches per year - 38
average vs 47 for New York despite its reputation. It's gloomy and drizzles a lot, so that's
probably where the reputation comes from, but it rarely really rains like the kind of rain you'd
get in a Houston rainstorm. I'm in Seattle too, and have neighbors with driveways that slope to
the garage, with a trench drain or a swale drain. Their garages flood. The trouble is leaves, and
when it snows a foot or two, the slush clogs any attempt at drainage. When it snows heavily,
you'll need to proactively shovel the drain clear, and clear the snow between the garage door
and the drain. Sounds like bad design. Are the garages sitting above the bottom of the
driveway? Where I live all the driveways that slope to the garage are built to have gradient on
the driveway to help water runoff the sides onto soil abd before the driveway meets the garage
there is a concrete slab that slopes up into the garage. The surface of the garage is a few inches
above the bottom of the driveway. New constructions in Seattle have been eschewing
basements. When we were looking at houses, we couldn't really stand most of the older ones
because the basements were so dreary. There was just nothing to do with them, yet they were
counted in so much of the home's square footage. You absolutely need to clean any drain like
that in Seattle periodically. Source: lived in Seattle and have nearly flooded a basement due to a
drain clogged with leaves and mud. The concrete slab in front of the garage door should have a
slight incline leading into the garage. The garage should be a few inches above the ground
level. Drains where the driveway meets the slab can help too. Lots of homes in my area are
constructed on inclines with houses on one side rising from the street and the other side
declining from the street. There must be something terribly wrong judging by the price alone.
Not necessarily - prices in the region might have depreciated overall, maybe it was built in a
market high and sold at a market low point. If you build an underground house it is probably
because you want an underground house, if you then die your heirs might not want an
underground house, but to sell it they have to find someone who wants an underground house,
thus to make it more interesting to buy they lower the price because maybe someone on the
fence about living in an underground house will be willing to give it a try. If there is an
oversupply of houses in an area, prices will be less than the cost of construction. Some people
still build new because they want something in particular. If they then have to sell, well, they are
going to sell at a loss no matter how good the house is. Could concrete be substituted for the
underground use case, like putting a metal container into the ground and call it a home? I'm

fascinated with the idea of having a house with mostly passive temperature control. Could an
underground design help with that? Fourier reportedly applied his eponymous series in
verifying the vernacular architectural choice of metre depth for cellars. Anyone have a title for
the cellar paper? See the youtube example below. An underground home needs substantial
strength to resist the weight of the soil all around it. Concrete is strong and cheap but porus not
watertight. To make it water tight, you need a sealed membrane that extends all the way under
the foundation. Saturated soil surrounding your home will exhibit water pressure from gravity
trying to force it into your home. The required moisture membrane is subject to being broken
during construction or afterwards from settlement. Personally, if I was sold on the concept, I
would look at the possibility of building up not down. Think of a tube open on the ends or a box
open on one side but otherwise covered by a mound of soil. The foundation could rest on one
big French drain system and this could be extended up the sides as well. This way, the force of
gravity can pull water away from the home, not into it. Big corrugated culvert and Quonset huts
have been buried as temporary military installations. Steel rusts and aluminum and stainless
are expensive. If you want a waterproof container I'd look into used plastic or fiberglass
industrial process tanks preferably ones that held something not too nasty, so likely from the
food industry , dig a hole, do proper compaction and gravel base then plop the tanks in fill them
with water or something so they don't float away and then pour concrete around them for
strength leaving holes for your vents and doors and whatnot. You're going to have to become
well versed in chemistry and construction to prevent all your "rooms" from leaking at the
doorways where you have cut holes to join them together. I worked for some time at a former
nuclear weapons research facility where a number of Transite composite asbestos Quonset
huts were built in the 50's and used through the 's. Checking google maps, it appears that
they've finally remediated these structures, but they were in fine condition up until then.
Asbestos ones last a lot longer than the steel ones. The galvanization slowly fails around the
edged where there's exposed metal and trapped moisture. They do last a long time but I
wouldn't want to put one underground where I couldn't fix it and where any rust hole instantly
becomes a leak. Underground container would have surprisingly terrible temperature control,
because it would be in direct contact with the damp earth. Building a waterproof shell inside the
container could work pretty well though. ThePadawan 5 months ago. Their property is on a what
looks to me to be quite a steep hill. I know nothing about water levels etc. Is this still as much as
problem since it's only a "catch basin" from the one side of the slope? It wouldn't have to be,
but they obviously didn't have enough drainage. It is really hard to know this before hand
though as the proper drainage is mostly underground where you can't inspect it. With the right
drainage from the high side it wouldn't be, but without proper drainage it can pool together
there and cause problems. This was my first thought, too. Even started fantasizing how I would
put a moat in front of the top of the stairs to drain the water away and stop neighbors roaming.
Yeah, that should have been a forewarning about everything. Someone else knew that the
house was a lemon, and they managed to dump it off on this unfortunate buyer. I don't know
about Arkansas real-estate, but my sister has moved a couple of times in Missouri and Kansas
and has never paid above the cost of building the house, and once paid much less. Structures
are depreciating assets, and in many parts of the US the land does not appreciate enough to
cover that up. Interesting, I guess all my real estate experience is in coastal-type areas where
any sale priced below a previous sale is a red flag. Sounds like most of Japan, where I think
some structures condos? I kept trying to pick a thing in that article to call out as a warning here
but the hits. Instead I will just recommend two things to anyone dreaming of buying a house.
Start watching This Old House, [especially] the back catalog. Almost everything that can go
wrong on a house has gone wrong there. And remember this while watching it: Intelligent
people learn from their own mistakes, while wise people learn from the mistakes of others. The
water just runs out somewhere else. Or in this case, in. Also a warning to people watching "This
Old House": The seasoned, professional, competent tradespeople you see on every episode are
a nonexistent myth in most areas of the country. Many of the projects they accomplish with
relative ease are not practical to the more junior tradespeople you will be able to find, and they
will be fantastically expensive if you find the veterans you see on the show. I think the trick is
that just like in most jobs, the people need to not work in isolation and have a support network.
We had major water damage a few years back in our brand new house, and we hired a reputable
local small contractor to fix it. Most of the work was done by his sons, who were in their late
20's to early 30's, but he was on site to discuss the work done beforehand, and numerous times
during the work to direct. You can bet if any of them had a problem or question, they would
work with each other and their father to come to a good solution combining their experience.
They did very high quality work. I would rather have a worker of below average experience with
an expert to manage and provide direction to them than an average level worker in field that

doesn't rely disproportionately on skill of an individual. I think you're saying, "But they're not a
good example of the things that can go right," and I'd have to agree. As a cautionary tale
memories of that show delayed me buying my first house by almost five years. And I should
have vetoed some things my partner was okay with that bit us even though I knew better. I recall
thinking for instance how unrealistic it was how often they knew a guy who knew a guy who
could get them a nice reclaimed piece to greatly reduce the money:quality ratio for a bathroom,
a staircase, a fireplace or a gable. From a standpoint of normalizing recycling and reclamation,
thumbs way up. But nobody is that lucky when the cameras are off. I'm sure extra favors were
returned off-camera in addition to the brief infomercial. TOH is one of the better shows in this
respect. While they don't flaunt the costs of renovations, which often exceed a half million
dollars, they do make a serious effort to show the experience and professionalism that the
tradesman have. The hosts are always interviewing tradesman to ask what, why, and how they
are doing something, and offering questions that you should ask any potential contractor. With
most other renovation shows, the tradesman are just magic fairies that don't do much more
than assist the host, who it seems is single-handedly doing the work. It never felt deep or
cohesive to me. Just random walk throughs of houses that I assume have to be owned by
wealthy people to afford all the work being done. I recently learned that I actually really enjoy
The Woodwrights Shop, so maybe it's a similar thing of me just not being old enough to
appreciate what they're doing? There is going to be some of that as part of what they do is
demonstrating new technologies and techniques for old problems. The scale of the renovations
has definitely grown exponentially over the years, so it might be worth revisiting some of the
earlier seasons where their projects were more modest. I remember some of them struggling
more with budget then the more recent projects seem to. Given the limited space, the builder
should have put a driveway over one wing. That would simplify some of the maintenance
problems. The surface space is essentially useless as is anyway. Maybe find a better way to
deal with the Sarlacc pit too. That can't be pleasant in heavy downpours. The neighbor's
wheel-less Jeep brought back memories : Jacks? Who needs jacks? Bonus: Another neighbor's
solution to their undrained driveway flooding the garage. Just leave a gap at the bottom to let it
flow back out. Who would have thought to buy flood insurance for a house high upon a hillside?
Presumably someone that noticed that the street is above the house, and there are entrances to
the house with higher land on all sides of them? Those both seem like red flags to me. I'm not
sure how much of the water problems are endemic to the type of house and how much are from
poor planning and placement by the original architect and builders, but at least some of it looks
to be because of poor planning and building. I would highly recommend a slopped roof over the
steps leading to the house such that it directs the water away from the steps and the house..
Second thing I would do is direct water away from other parts of the house by building a bore
hole about ft deep and about 1. Use bricks to line the wall of this hole but with gaps to allow the
water to drain into the hole. Have a small, reasonably quiet electric motor which will run about
minutes every 2 hours or so use a timer to clear the water in this hole. This hole can be covered
over with a tile s so that it is not obvious to those using that section of the house. Water from
other parts of the house walls will drain into this hole reducing mold and other issues. Thirdly,
build a small slope around the entry into the house such that the water drains away from the
house, preferably into a drain. What is up with all the deaths of people that cross this house?
The realtor, the contractor giving an estimate.. Also most of the plants died as well. Rural area
with high average age plus young brain drain combined with average life expectancy. The
house was built in the s, that is 40 years for things to happen. Damn, this is a shame but at least
they are honest with themselves and can look at this with an objective lens. Personally the idea
of an underground house just screams problems to me, but I wonder if that's misplaced and
there are people with well constructed underground homes that they've remained happy with
long term. He turned off the AC. In the past, we have found it necessary to run both
simultaneously. Running both the AC and the heater is actually standard procedure for
reducing humidity as quickly as possible. You should try it more often! A heater on its own will
not move any H2O from the inside of your home to the outside. It merely lowers the relative
humidity, which will go right back up as soon as the air gets cold again. The AC, on the other
hand, actually pumps water out by collecting condensate in the evaporator. But this doesn't
work very well when the temperature is already lower than the lowest possible setting for your
AC. So you use the heater to increase the temperature, kicking the AC into action. The result is
the best of both worlds: moderately warm, dry air. Source: I live in a very humid place. It is the
same thing. A dehumidifier is just an Air conditioner followed by a heat pump. Though I agree
more efficient. Said a different way; A dehumidifier is just an air conditioner with the evaporator
and condensor in the same air space. If they built it right from the start, it would still be great.
But because of the nature of being underground, "simple" repairs stop being cheap or simple.

So you gotta spend the cash upfront to do it right the first time. This is a lesson in don't cheap
out and kick the can down the road. Do it right the first time so you don't gotta redo it a second
or third time, especially when redoing it involves digging up your entire house. They bought it in
, before everything you ever needed to know about construction was on the internet. Short of
having a preexisting familiarity with underground construction or having a buddy who designed
missile silos their ability to identify potential future problems was likely quite limited. True but I
remember reading books, or collections of articles, on construction as a kid in the 70's and 80's
with imprints like Mother Earth News and iirc Foxfire and more mainstream ones by Readers
Digest, Time-Life, and Sunset. They covered things like this. It wasn't entirely out of reach if you
went to a library. A lot of their problems are related to bad construction, but it's important to
recognize that this house design is hard to construct well. Water is the most insidious thing to a
house, and builders are not particularly great at waterproofing even above grade structures. In
the case of an underground structure, that water hangs around and has a lot of time to find its
way in. We told him that we owned a backhoe and would remove the layers of dirt and insulation
ourselves. Unfortunately, he died unexpectedly only two weeks after making the estimate. I have
an underground house in the UK. Much of the same issues apply. I too have stalactites coming
down from my ceiling! The main issue is damp coming through all the damp membranes from
the floor, the ceiling, and the walls. If I wanted to solve it, I would knock all the internals of the
house out, and then build a new house inside the current one. The outer house to keep the soil
out, and the inner house for waterproofing. I'd have pumped air circulating between the houses
to evaporate any water that manages it through the outer house. This is a fascinating idea but
sounds crazy. You would basically have a house in a cave. Would you prefer that over just
building your house on open land? When was your house built? If they put a similarly
nonexistent amount of time and effort into researching fixing their drainage problems as they
did selecting and purchasing what's probably their most expensive and difficult to transport
tool, I'm going to assume this quite possibly is an easy fix for someone more competent and
disciplined. Edit: I wonder if they installed the hot-tub on the deck while the wrong backhoe was
rusting nearby. There is a whole city in Australia that has almost exclusively underground
houses. Seach for "Coober Pedy" on youtube for one of the many documentaries about that
city. There is an ancient city in Jordan called Petra built in similar ways for similar reasons. It's
quite amazing to walk around. The "caves" are more cool and pleasant than air conditioned
buildings even when the desert outside is baking hot. Worth visiting. Coober Pedy is more a
small town than a city, and it is not the only one. White Cliffs, NSW, is also mostly underground.
I suspect there are others. LunaSea 5 months ago. Isn't it also in a desert which would remove
all the mould and humidity issues? Yes, it's incredibly hot and dry, and doesn't get much rain.
Going by Wikipedia, they had 30mm 1. Not to armchair quarterback this or anything but Water
coming in the front door, may have to think about an above ground roof covering for that, or a
removable storm shutter, or additional pumps. Keeping water out, even fixing old water
infiltration problems, is civil engineering They called a roofer and a concrete worker to fix a civil
problem. Sounds like a nightmare! There's no way I could consider buying a house like this
second hand - how can anyone do any research on it without exposing the structure? Looking
inside will only tell you so much. And, if this was a house I'd build myself, again how would I
know what would stand the test of time? What good are guarantees if a company goes bust? I
love the idea, but would have to be very happy about that this had all the details had been
worked out - and I don't see that I would be able to cross that threshold. Maybe if I lived in a dry
not temperate environment this would have a better chance. Air is a wonderful thing. I bought
my dream house a couple years ago, a supposedly passive solar earth berm house, built into
the south slope of a hill in southwestern Wisconsin. It needs to be so well engineered, and even
then you likely need active systems to transfer heat from the storage medium eg fans and ducts
blowing over a rock bed. My house has huge windows, but the sun shines on normal drywall
and the wood floor of the upper level. Humidity spikes like hell in the summer. All three levels
are bermed, with a cinder block wall. With a normal house above ground, things can dry out
from the outside and, especially, you can open enough windows and catch a breeze to air the
house out. It is just a far more robust way to go. I love my little hobbit hole with the big
windows. If you are building below grade, W. On the outside of course so that water pressure
presses it more tightly against the surface. It is like Grace Ice and Water Shield but is suitable
for vertical application. Unlike liquid membranes, the sheets will always have the required
thickness and you can inspect for overlapping joints. As a commercial product there are factory
technical reps whose job is to help insure the reputation of the product. However, the real
lesson in the article is you can't afford custom construction if there is any question about
affordability. The major issues with the house are design issues. A few hundred hours of
architectural design work that didn't happen resulting in some thousands of dollars of site work

that didn't happen and some thousands of dollars of materials that weren't installed and so on.
I've had to deal with leaks, limited landscaping, cracks from earthquakes, difficult and
expensive repairs, depreciating home value, pest problems, and people invading my privacy in
conventional wood frame homes. I imagine I would also have more experience with mold if I
didn't live in a dry region. The only significant downside is earthquake insurance is prohibitively
expensive because the lower level is masonry and was built before a certain point in time. I'm
fairly certain it's reinforced with rebar, but it wasn't required to be in the building code at that
point and insurance treats it as unreinforced masonry because of that. Gys 5 months ago. The
listed pros of living in the underground house: Protection from tornados, Lots of natural light,
Great views, No noise from the street or neighbors, Pets seem to love it, Being closer to nature I
think only the tornado protection might be an argument. Otherwise the house does not have to
be underground? I expected arguments like 'natural insulation' and 'less disturbing to the
landscape'. It is better than a house built in , but by builders knew how to do better. Today
better insulation is required by code in the US. Hacker News new past comments ask show jobs
submit. CydeWeys 5 months ago I had a wet basement problem and I got some excellent advice
from a very knowledgeable home inspector on how to fix it. CydeWeys 5 months ago All good
points. CydeWeys 5 months ago Definitely do it. CydeWeys 5 months ago Getting quotes will
help you if you already knew exactly what work you needed performed, but if I had talked to 3
water infiltration mitigation companies I would have just ended up with 3 quotes in the tens of
thousands of dollar range. WalterBright 5 months ago I neglected to mention that all the roof
water was collected into pipes that went downhill into the storm drains. StillBored 5 months ago
As others have pointed out, you need a water mgmt plan. WalterBright 5 months ago The idea
was applying the waterproofing only one one side, so the water can evaporate from the other
inside side. PaulHoule 5 months ago The American indifference to architecture has a flip side:
build an innovative building and you'll have innovative problems. PaulHoule 5 months ago True
about maintenance. PaulHoule 5 months ago Maybe in Germany an architect can make a flawed
building and get away with it, but in America the buyer or resident will have recourse to the
courts and will take advantage to the maximum possible. Johnny 5 months ago in America the
buyer or resident will have recourse to the courts and will take advantage to the maximum
possible. C1sc0cat 5 months ago The architect will blame the contractor. WhompingWindows 5
months ago Where is your evidence for "American indifference to architecture"? StillBored 5
months ago And overwhelmingly his buildings were known to leak and have various other
problems that generally made them inhabitable. VBprogrammer 5 months ago The air gap was
one of my first thoughts. Angostura 5 months ago I disagree. AngryData 5 months ago I
wouldn't say it is harder, it just costs more. MrBuddyCasino 5 months ago Creosote is banned
in the EU since and since in Germany for most uses, especially
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everywhere it might come in contact with humans. NikolaeVarius 5 months ago And in the state
of California everything causes Cancer. AtlasBarfed 5 months ago And the US only bans things
after the company that profits from them finally is beaten after decades of political lobbying and
judicial precedent. MrBuddyCasino 5 months ago The stories of US companies knowingly and
psychopathically killing people just to make a dollar are hard to comprehend. WalterBright 5
months ago Yup. WalterBright 5 months ago I'm in Seattle too, and have neighbors with
driveways that slope to the garage, with a trench drain or a swale drain. LunaSea 5 months ago
Isn't it also in a desert which would remove all the mould and humidity issues? Gys 5 months
ago The listed pros of living in the underground house: Protection from tornados, Lots of
natural light, Great views, No noise from the street or neighbors, Pets seem to love it, Being
closer to nature I think only the tornado protection might be an argument.

